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Present:  
Conci Bokum 100 friends of NM 
Randy Kirkpatrick 
Tom Springer Tularosa 
Jerry Johnson 
Mark Edwards McKinley 
Nancy Cunningham District 1 
Fred Henninghousen Lower Pecos 
Bart??? (came in late with no introduction) 
John Jones 
Bob Wessley Middle Rio Grande 
Elaine Hebard Middle Rio Grande 
Bobby Creel LRG 
Paul Office of the State Engineer 
Michael Benson  San Juan Navajo Nation 
 
Staff: Mary Helen Follingstad, Angela Bordegaray 
 
Handouts 
Minutes of last meeting were reduced to four pages. Mary Helen had asked Paul Wells to verify notes 
regarding the white paper. She also asked for comments regarding meeting notes of the complicated 
conversation and reminded people that the notes get added to Office of the State Engineer website. 
 
 
Information and Committee Member’s Interim Communications 
 
RE: Water Transfer Paper 

• Conci Bokum e-mailed her attempt to address its “conflicting language and redundancies”.  
• Randy Kirkpatrick put together a “strawman” draft  and e-mailed it to everyone. He took the 

conversation from last meeting and some thinking that Fred had done and incorporated it into his 
draft.  

• Also, Fred Hennighausen’s  e-mail raised the issue of whether the public welfare piece would 
cause additional delays with regard to water transfers.   

• Joe Quintana conjectured that some issues could be streamlined and “not get lost in the shuffle 
along the way” (?). 

• Peggy Johnson’s e-mail regarding her concerns about streamlining the State Engineer’s 
examination of a water right transfer included: a case study of a Socorro Country transfer that was 



not reviewed by the Office of the State Engineer; and Socorro County being considered a resource 
for water in state of NM. 

 
Other Topics: 

• NM Governor Richardson’s proposals for the “Year of Water”. $100 million dollars requested for 
that purpose. 

• League of Women Voters’ analysis of NM Constitutional Amendment #3 related to changing trust 
fund into permanent fund 

Jerry Johnson’s (Region current e-mail address: jsjohnson@Tularosa.net
 
 
     Today’s discussion began with how to prepare packages for acquiring infrastructure 
funding.  There was concern over how to obtain funding for planning conceptual 
infrastructure.  The concept of a dedicated second fund to cover planning and/or other 
related study costs was discussed.  One person commented that as much as $50,000 is 
available through the Water Trust Board for regional planning efforts.  There were 
different opinions on creating a second fund for planning efforts.  One is that a second 
fund would complicate things and slow the funding process.  A second opinion pointed 
out that regional funds are usually used up on other “priority” projects with nothing left 
over for planning.  A second fund would not take away money, but rather set aside for 
planning efforts. 
 
     Discussion of planning fund problems continued pointing out the apparent 
unwillingness of the Water Trust Board to support planning efforts.  It was also pointed 
out that funding from this source is more effective with engineering designs in hand, as 
exemplified by desalination efforts in Gallup. 
 
     Further discussion  focused on problems with the need to prioritize items for funding.  
One mentioned that switching from planning plan to implementation plan could improve 
funding. 
 

     Returning to discussion of  funds for planning it was pointed out that the legislature 
does not know difference between the State and Regional water planning so that funding 
for  the State Plan is considered adequate.  This discussion ends with recognition for the 
need of both creating line item request for more planning funds, as well as creation of a 
permanent trust (for planning) for the Year of Water session. 

Lunch 

 

     After lunch topics began with issues on water right transfers. How the transfer of  
rights from Socorro to Intel of 1200 AF fell “under the radar” was brought up again. This 
was used as an example of the deficiencies in the public notice process. 

     Another issue discussed was the slow pace of transfers in New Mexico.  Comparisons 
were made to Colorado transfers. 

mailto:jsjohnson@Tularosa.net


     The issue of specious protest to transfers was also discussed.  It was also mentioned 
that the lag time of transfers is often harmful to the applicants. 

     Conversation on transfers was halted so committee could move to topic of integrating 
plans.  Controversy over usefulness of  having State Engineer visit regions to facilitate 
the integration process was discussed.  There seemed to be confusion over this topic, but  
the discussion ended with a  shared opinion that such visits could be a real moral booster 
for regional efforts. 

 


